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“[Cash for Clunkers] holds the promise of performing a remarkable public pol-

icy trifecta – stimulating the economy, improving the environment, and reducing

income inequality all at the same time.” (Blinder, 2008)

1 Introduction

Legislators often face a trade-off between policies designed to support or stimulate industrial

employment and productivity and policies designed to promote environmental protection,

as industrial activity generally leads directly to environmental harms (Ayres and Kneese,

1969, Mäler, 1974, Helfand et al., 2003). Often, policymakers search for programs which

can be promoted as “win-win” in the sense that both the employment and environmental

preferences of constituents and interest groups can reasonably be said to be satisfied (Becker,

1983, Aidt, 1998).

One class of policies designed to balance these concerns is “tied-scrappage” programs, in

which individuals are offered subsidies to scrap older, highly-polluting durable goods and re-

place them with newer, more efficient models. For example, the 2009 U.S. Cash for Clunkers

program (hereafter C4C) offered consumers who replaced personal automobiles (cars and

light trucks) up to $4,500. Indeed, C4C was promoted under not only employment and

environmental rationales, but also under the idea that the subsidies may allow low-income

consumers to purchase newer automobiles, thus reducing the purchasing-power impacts of

income inequality (Blinder, 2008). Tied scrappage programs have been implemented or pro-

posed in other jurisdictions as well (The Economist, 2009): one program in Germany has led

to over a million new vehicle registrations (Böckers et al., 2012, Gürtler et al., 2016), and

India’s government has proposed a program designed to take 28 million vehicles off of the

road starting in 2020 (PTI, 2018).

In this paper, we evaluate C4C against these multiple goals. The degree to which any tied-

scrappage program is able to realize equality, environmental, or stimulus benefits depends in

part on the mix of consumers who receive subsidies, the realized environmental differences

between the scrapped and new goods, and, since these goods are durable, the counterfactual

sequence of purchases which would have taken place if the subsidies were not available. In
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particular, C4C offered the highest subsidies to consumers who replaced trucks with cars.

As trucks generally emit a greater amount of carbon dioxide per mile travelled than cars,

these trades may be particularly environmentally friendly on a mile-for-mile basis. However,

as trucks have higher prices than cars, substitution between a future purchase of a truck and

a present purchase of a car may represent lost present value to a risk-neutral firm.

Understanding these intertemporal linkages is crucial to evaluating the impacts of C4C

and thus we develop a dynamic model of portfolio choice. In the model, consumers are

differentiated by income and tastes, and choose a portfolio of (potentially multiple) vehicles

to own. Vehicles are vertically differentiated by age and horizontally differentiated across

cars and trucks. We calibrate the model to match data on new and used vehicle purchases

from the Consumer Expenditure Survey from 1998-2011. We capture the impact of the 2009

program by simulating the sequence of purchases from 2009 onward both with and without

subsidies.

We find C4C generated $317 million in environmental benefits through reduced CO2

emissions from travel under a budget of $3 billion. By pulling forward vehicle purchases and

encouraging substitution from trucks to cars, the program induced $8.7 billion of additional

private expenditures during its lifespan, but reduced private expenditures on automobiles

in the five years following its expiration by $5.5 billion. We find the program also had

negative consequences for inequality. Most consumers participating in the program were

consumers who would have purchased a vehicle in the next five years even without the

subsidies. Therefore, from the perspective of the “inside share” of vehicles, the subsidies

largely went to infra-marginal consumers, who are generally of medium-to-high income.

Our framework allows us to consider alternative designs for the C4C program. We find

that focusing on the incentive to trade in trucks for cars could increase the environmental

benefit by up to 30%, but at the cost of exacerbating the other tradeoffs of the program.

Focusing on immediate stimulus, an alternative program design could increase consumer

spending to $12.8 billion with similar tradeoffs. However, we are unable to find a version of

the policy which successfully accomplishes the “policy trifecta” of simultaneously reducing

inequality, environmental improvements, and incentivizing increased spending.

Our work builds upon the literature examining interactions between primary and sec-
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ondary markets both with and without transaction costs (Rust, 1985, Stolyarov, 2002).

Gavazza et al. (2014), hereafter GLR, introduce a dynamic model of the used car market

which allows for variable transaction costs. Barahona et al. (2015) apply the GLR model to

show that Chile’s day-of-week driving restrictions increase fleet turnover. In a working paper,

Quan and Singer (2015) use the model to compare the ‘tied subsidy’ design of C4C to a sim-

ple subsidy design (in which no scrappage is required) and find the C4C mechanism design is

an improvement over the simple subsidy with respect to environmental goals. Gavazza and

Lanteri (2018) extend the model to incorporate aggregate credit shocks and show that such

shocks affect the vehicle market by flowing through the decisions of households of different

income levels who play different roles within the secondary market. Relative to these other

papers, we allow for horizontal, as well as vertical, product differentiation and corresponding

heterogeneity in preferences for vehicle portfolios across households.

Our work also contributes to the literature studying the tradeoffs between the automobile

industry and environmental conditions. Berry et al. (1996) estimate a hedonic marginal

cost function and find that tightened emissions standards significantly increased the cost of

automobile production. Munk-Nielsen (2015) analyzes tax policies around diesel automobiles

in Denmark with a model where households decide both which vehicles to purchase and how

much to drive. He finds that re-optimizations along both margins in response to changes

in policy imply that emissions reductions programs may be less effective than they might

seem. Knittel et al. (2016) use data from California to show that the ambient air pollution

generated by automobile congestion significantly increases infant mortality rates, particularly

for premature or low birth-weight infants.

In addition to the work mentioned above, C4C has received considerable attention from

other perspectives. Mian and Sufi (2012) and Li et al. (2013) examine consumer decisions

using difference-in-differences frameworks and find that most of the participants would have

purchased a new car in the immediate future even in the absence of the program. Hoekstra

et al. (ming) use a regression discontinuity design to show that more than half of the sub-

sidies went to households who would have purchased even without the program. Copeland

and Kahn (2011) consider vehicle production and that almost all C4C sales came from pre-

viously overstocked inventories, implying that the program may not have induced any new
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production. Abrams and Parsons (2009) estimates the environmental benefits from the pro-

gram under the assumption that traded-in vehicles would have remained on the road for

three more years. They estimate a benefit of $600 per vehicle, which is much less than the

total subsidy. Lenski et al. (2010) find that the estimated cost of a metric-ton reduction

of greenhouse gas under the program was about $600, which is significantly larger than the

EPA’s $13 estimate of the cost of CO2 reduction through more direct channels. Li and Wei

(2013) evaluate the tradeoff between the stimulus and environmental objectives with a focus

on the range of vehicles purchased under the program, as opposed to our focus on multi-

vehicle households and the interplay between the primary and secondary markets. Relative

to this literature, we make two primary contributions. First, we focus on the horizontal

differentiation between cars and trucks which is relevant due to the specific design of C4C.

Second, instead of focusing on any single policy goal, we develop and apply a framework

that captures each of the stated policy goals in a consistent way.

We proceed by providing details on the C4C program and our data in Section 2. Section 3

introduces our model of dynamic vehicle portfolio choice. We calibrate the model to the data

on the U.S. primary and secondary automobile industry in Section 4. In Section 5 we present

our evaluation of C4C through counterfactual exercises. Section 6 concludes.

2 The Cash for Clunkers Program

The Cars Allowance Rebate System, also known as Cash for Clunkers (C4C), was introduced

by the United States federal government in 2009, and ran from July through August of that

year. C4C offered participants a credit for scrapping their old vehicle when buying a new

vehicle under certain conditions. Only vehicles with a combined city/highway miles-per-

gallon (MPG) rating of 18 or fewer, as measured by the Environmental Protection Agency

(EPA), were eligible to trade-in for scrap. If the new vehicle purchased had an EPA combined

rating of at least 4 MPG higher than the trade-in, participants would receive a $3,500 credit.

If the new vehicle represented an improvement of 10 MPG or greater, the credit increased
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to $4,500.1

These thresholds were modified for owners of trucks. Consumers trading in light-duty

trucks needed only to purchase a new vehicle with a two MPG rating improvement and were

eligible for the increased credit with an improvement of only five MPG.2 Given the option set

in the new vehicle market in 2009, these thresholds made it almost impossible to receive the

large credit while trading in an old car for a new truck. Conversely, it was almost guaranteed

that participants would be eligible for the large credit it they traded in a truck for a new

car. These features underscore the need for a model of differentiated choice between the

categories of cars and trucks.

The program was originally signed into law as part of the Supplemental Appropriations

Act of 2009 and began on July 1. Congress initially appropriated $1 billion for the program,

though funds were nearly exhausted by July 30. An additional $2 billion was appropriated

by August 7. All funds were spent by August 24 (Bunkley, 2009).

To understand the direct impact of C4C in terms of trade-ins and purchases, we ob-

tain data on the program from the National Highway Transportation Safety Administration

(NHTSA). The NHTSA data covers all trade-ins and new-vehicle purchases related to the

Cash for Clunkers program. An observation in this data is a vehicle model and type, with

data provided on the number of times the vehicle was traded-in or purchased (if it was new

in 2009) as part of the program, as well as other descriptors of the vehicle. Summary statis-

tics for the program are in table 1 below. The first column summarizes the data for models

classified as “cars,” and the second column summarizes the data on “truck” models. Trucks

consisted of roughly 85% of the vehicles traded-in, but only 41% of the vehicles purchased.

This suggests that the program generated substitution from trucks to cars.

While these data are illustrative, they must be placed in the context of the steady-state

pattern of vehicle purchase, ownership, and replacement decisions by U.S. households. To

capture these patterns, we obtain data from the Consumer Expenditure Survey (CEX). The

1Consumers could view these rules via a government website, archived via: https://web.archive.org/
web/20100101064549/http://www.cars.gov/faq

2There were slight differences between the thresholds for light-duty (e.g. GMC Sierra 1500), medium-
duty (e.g. Ram 3500), and heavy-duty (e.g. Ford F-750) trucks. As light-duty trucks comprised roughly
80% of the trucks traded-in and purchased under the program, we abstract away from differences within the
truck category.
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Table 1: Cash for Clunkers Summary Statistics by Vehicle Type

Cars Trucks
Trade-ins 102,638 574,443

New Vehicles 397,182 279,899
Average Trade-in MPG 17.5 15.5

Average New Vehicle MPG 27.9 20.7
Average Age of Trade-ins (years) 16.6 15.5

Notes: Data from National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. MPG is the EPA combined highway/city
rating.

CEX is a publicly available rolling-panel interview survey conducted every quarter by the

Bureau of Labor Statistics and contains detailed data on American household characteristics,

consumption habits, and vehicle holdings.

We collect the CEX survey responses from 1996-2011. We use the Q1 sample of each

year. We observe the number of vehicles owned, and the age and price paid for each. The

data are summarized in Figure 1 for the truck and car vehicle types. Panel (a) reports the

stock of vehicles by vintage, normalized to the number of new cars purchased by households

in the original model year. The stock temporarily rises above one as commercial vehicles

(e.g. rental fleets) are sold to households. This effect is more prominent for cars than trucks.

Panel (b) reports the average price of cars by vintage. Trucks are more expensive than cars,

but both depreciate at roughly the same rate.

3 Model

Our dynamic partial equilibrium model of vehicle purchase, ownership, and resale has fea-

tures that are similar to the approach of GLR but includes horizontal differentiation between

vehicles. There is a measure of infinitely-lived households denoted by i with common discount

factor β, each of which may own up to two vehicles. Each vehicle has a type m ∈ {C, T, 0},

denoting cars, trucks, and no vehicle, respectively. Vehicles also have a vintage a ∈ Z with

0 ≤ a < A∗ where 0 represents the most recent vintage and A∗ is the last vintage in the
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Figure 1: Distributions of vehicle stocks and prices by age
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Notes: Data from Consumer Expenditure Survey, 1996-2011 Q1 sample. Points denote sample averages,
lines are best-fit 5th-order polynomials. Age refers to years since model year.

stock of vehicles.3

Households enter each period t with a mix of zero, one, or two vehicles of different

ages. They earn constant income yi drawn from a log-normal distribution with mean µy and

variance σy. Households incur operating costs Cm×m that depend on the mix of vehicles

they own that period. They receive flow utility from their vehicles and may participate

in the primary or secondary vehicle markets. After purchasing and/or selling vehicles, they

receive log utility from their net income, and enter the next period with their updated vehicle

inventory.

To construct the flow utility from vehicle ownership, we let qma be the quality of each

vehicle. As this quality is fully flexible across vehicle types and ages, we can without loss of

generality set the marginal utility of owning a single vehicle with respect to that vehicle’s

quality to one. Households that own two vehicles receive utility from the quality of both.

Without loss of generality, we defined the “second” vehicle as the vehicle which is older

(i.e. the vehicle with a higher a). To allow for differences in vehicle usage patterns across

vehicle inventories, we allow for the possibility that the marginal utility of a second vehicle

may differ from the (normalized) marginal utility of the first vehicle. Furthermore, to allow

3Imposing a finite A∗ implies that all vehicles are scrapped once they reach a certain age and allows us
to ignore vehicles which make up a minuscule portion of the fleet.
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for differences in usage patterns across households, we allow households to differ in their

marginal utility of second vehicle ownership by the type of the vehicle. Let γiT be the

marginal utility coming from the quality of a second truck when the household already has

a truck and let γiC analogously be the marginal utility coming from the quality of a second

car. Let γi be the marginal utility of the second vehicle’s quality when the two vehicles are

of different types. Let m and n be the types of the two vehicles and let a and b be the ages

of the two vehicles. The flow utility of vehicle ownership is therefore time-invariant and can

be written as

ui(m,n, a, b) =


0 if m = 0

qma if m 6= 0, n = 0

qma + qnb (γiT1{m=n=T} + γiC1{m=n=C} + γi1
{m 6=n}) if m 6= 0, n 6= 0

. (1)

In each period, households may participate in the vehicle market by purchasing a new

vehicle, selling an old vehicle, or both. We take vehicle markets to be competitive in the

sense that in each period households observe a schedule of vehicle prices that vary by type

and age {pma } and take those prices as given. Households which sell a vehicle in the secondary

market incur a transaction cost that may vary with the price of the vehicle. We define the

effective re-sale price of a vehicle via Ψ(p) = ψ0 + ψ1p. For simplicity, we allow households

to purchase and/or sell only one vehicle in each period.

We now have nearly all the ingredients needed to write household i’s recursive value func-

tion. For ease of notation, we re-frame the household’s choice problem in terms of choosing a

portfolio of vehicle types and vintages to own tomorrow, where the cost of transitioning be-

tween portfolios depends on the household’s current inventory. Let R(m′, n′, a′, b′;m,n, a, b)

be the revenue (or cost) which comes from transitioning from portfolio (m,n, a, b) to port-

folio (m′, n′, a′, b′). There are fourteen possible ways in which a household can interact with

the market and update its portfolio based on their current state. We therefore define R(·)
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piecewise via

R(m′, n′, a′, b′;m,n, a, b) =



0 if m = n = m′ = n′ = 0

0 if m′ = m, a′ = a+ a, n′ = n = 0

0 if m′ = m,n′ = n, a′ = a+ 1, b′ = b+ 1

Ψ(pma ) if m′ = n′ = n = 0,m 6= 0

Ψ(pma ) if m′ = n, n′ = 0, a′ = b+ 1

Ψ(pnb ) if m′ = m,n′ = 0, a′ = a+ 1

−pm′

a′ if m = n = n′ = 0,m′ 6= 0

−pn′

b′ if n = 0, n′ 6= 0,m′ = m, a′ = a+ 1

−pm′

a′ if n′ = m, b′ = a+ 1, n = 0,m′ 6= 0

Ψ(pma )− pm′

a′ if !(m′ = m, a′ = a+ 1),m′ 6= 0,m 6= 0, n = 0

Ψ(pma )− pm′

a′ if a′ ≤ b′, n′ = n, b′ = b+ 1, !(m′ = m, a′ = a+ 1)

Ψ(pnb )− pn′

b′ if a′ ≤ b′,m′ = m, a′ = a+ 1, !(n′ = n, b′ = b+ 1)

Ψ(pma )− pn′

b′ if a′ ≤ b′, a′ = b+ 1,m′ = n, n′ 6= 0

Ψ(pnb )− pm′

a′ if a′ ≤ b′, n′ = m, b′ = a+ 1,m′ 6= 0

−∞ else

(2)

In this equation, the first case occurs when the household owns no vehicles and does not

participate in the vehicle market. The second and third cases occur when the household

allows their vehicle(s) to age without buying or selling. The fourth case occurs when a single

vehicle household sells their only vehicle. The fifth and sixth cases occur when a two vehicle

household sells their newer or order vehicle, respectively. The seventh case occurs when

the household buys a first vehicle and the eighth case represents the household buying a

second vehicle that is older than their first. The ninth case captures households who buy

a second vehicle which is younger than the first at the time of purchase so that the first

vehicle becomes the second vehicle in the ordering of the model. The tenth case occurs when
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a household with a single vehicle trades it in for a new one. The eleventh and twelfth cases

occur when a household replaces their first or second vehicle, respectively, while maintaining

the order between them. The thirteenth case occurs when households sell their first vehicle

and buy a vehicle that is older than their current second vehicle, and the fourteenth case

captures the converse; a household which sells its second vehicle and buys a vehicle which

is newer than their current first vehicle. All other portfolio choices involve transactions over

more than one vehicle and are assumed to be impossible.

With R(·) in hand, we can write the recursive value function as

Vi(m,n, a, b) = ui(m,n, a, b)+ max
m′,n′,a′,b′

[ln (yi − Cm,n +R(m′, n′, a′, b′; ·)) + βVi(m
′, n′, a′, b′)] .

(3)

3.1 Steady state equilibrium

Quan and Singer (2015) show that if transaction costs are sufficiently high, households can

be separated into groups which differ in the number and types of vehicles owned. Within

a group, households choose to trade-in and purchase replacement vehicles in such a way to

maintain their number-type portfolio (though the vintages may be different). We therefore

focus on a steady-state equilibrium for the purposes of solving the model and recovering

parameters from the data, and introduce C4C in Section 5 as an unforeseen temporary

shock.

Let hma (i) be the number of vehicles of type m and age a owned by household i, and

xma be the stock of vehicles, determined exogenously. Given the set of vehicle stocks and

qualities as well as the distribution of household preferences, an equilibrium is a set of

decision rules for each household {m∗i , n∗i , a∗i , b∗i } and prices pma such that the decision rules

solve the maximization problem of Equation 3 and markets clear:

∫
hma (i)di = xma ∀a,m (4)

We adopt this partial equilibrium setting due to the complexity of modeling general equi-

librium in the primary market for vehicles, particularly in a setting where manufacturers are
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forward-looking. Furthermore, as seen in Figure 1, the stock of vehicles owned by households

is increasing in the vintage in the first few years, indicating that a general equilibrium model

of the secondary market would need to consider the decisions of commercial fleet owners to

resell their vehicles. Finally, as the C4C program as implemented influenced a small number

of vehicle purchases – approximately 677,000 – relative to the size of the primary market

– 10.4 million in 2009 according to an industry group (NIADA, 2017) – it is unlikely that

manufacturing or commercial fleet decisions would be altered by the presence of the pro-

gram. Indeed, Copeland and Kahn (2011) conclude that the program in the U.S. may not

have induced new production. Furthermore, Gürtler et al. (2016) studied a similar program

in Germany that affected over two-thirds of new vehicles purchases in that year and found

that the price of used vehicles only rose by 6%.

Separating households into groups allows us to characterize the decision problems of those

groups independently. Since households play a repeated pattern of purchasing vehicles of a

certain vintage, holding them until they age a certain amount, and then replacing them with

another vehicle of the original vintage, the recursive value function for each household type,

and therefore the maximization problem for consumers, can be rewritten in a non-recursive

form. For example, households which own a single car follow decision rules that can be

represented as {ãi, b̃i}C , where ãi is the vintage of car that the household purchases when

it decides to trade-in its current vehicle, and b̃i is vintage at which the trade-in occurs. In

steady state, the household’s value function can be rewritten in the form of these decision

rules with

V C(y) = max
a,b

qCa + ln(y − pCa − CC) (5)

+
1

1− βb−a+1

[
b−a∑
j=1

βj[qCa+j + ln(y − CC)] + βb−a+1
[
qCa + ln(y − pCa + Ψ(pCb )− CC)

] ]
.

These reformulations of the value function allow us to reduce computational effort as

instead of computing a recursive value function through e.g. value function iteration, we can

directly solve for the decision rules as a function of the qualities and prices of the relevant
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vehicles and then test the market clearing condition.4

4 Calibration

To evaluate C4C, we must first fit the model to the steady-state vehicle portfolio equilibrium

in the data. We calibrate some of the parameters directly from the data and literature, and

solve for the rest through matching the model’s output to the data. Table 2 summarizes the

model parameters. We proceed by detailing each of these parameters.

Table 2: Summary of model parameters and values

Variable Description Value
β Discount rate .95
µy Mean of household income distribution 10.5
σy Variance of household income 1.06
A∗ Maximum vehicle age 20
xma Vehicle stock by age and type See Figure 1
pma Vehicle prices by age and type See Figure 1
Cm×m Vehicle operating cost See Table 3
ψ0 Constant transaction cost -624 (see Figure 2)
ψ1 Proportional transaction cost 0.83 (see Figure 2)
qma Vehicle quality by age and type Solved for below
γiT Distribution of marginal utility of trucks }

Solved for belowγiC Distribution of marginal utility of cars
γi Distribution of marginal utility of variety

We set the yearly household discount rate β to 0.95 (Gavazza et al., 2014), and calibrate

the log-normal income distribution from the CEX data to µy = 10.5 and σy = 1.06. Figure 1

shows the stock of vehicles falls below 1% of its original value after 20 years, and so we set

the maximum age of vehicles, A∗, to 20. We also use the CEX data as seen in Figure 1 to

calibrate the stock and price of vehicles for each age and type.

4The non-recursive value function for two-vehicle households is considerably messier and more difficult
to compute. To reduce the computational burden, we restrict one-car, one-truck households to replace their
vehicles at the same age (e.g. their car is replaced when it reaches age 15, and their truck is replaced when
it reaches age 15). As we allow households to re-optimize if they participate in C4C (see Section 5), this
simplification should not qualitatively affect the results.
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Operating costs Cm×m are the sum of the vehicle maintenance, registration, and fuel

costs incurred by households and vary by the household’s vehicle portfolio of vehicle types.

Table 3 summarizes the median annualized operating costs captured by the CEX in Q1 of

2009 by household type.

Table 3: Annualized vehicle operating costs by vehicle portfolio type

Portfolio Obs. Operating Cost ($)
No Vehicles 442 0
One Car 777 1,200
One Truck 435 1,760
Two Trucks 360 2,840
Two Cars 403 2,332
One of Each 1,176 2,520

Notes: Data from Q1 CEX 2009. Operating costs are in 2009 dollars and are annualized from median
quarterly measure.

To calibrate the transaction cost function Ψ(p), we obtain data from the Kelly Blue

Book (KBB), July-September 2009 edition. KBB reports prices of used vehicles which were

originally produced from 1994-2008. We observe four different values for each vehicle: the

trade-in value for vehicles in fair condition; the trade-in value for vehicles in good condition;

the private-property value of vehicles in good condition; and the retail value of vehicles

in excellent condition. Following Quan and Singer (2015), we regress the trade-in value

of vehicles in good condition on the private-property value for vehicles in good condition

to estimate the parameters ψ0 and ψ1. We limit the observations used in this regression

to those models for which we observe at least 250 trade-ins as part of C4C. The data and

estimated function are displayed in Figure 2. The results show that a linear fit is a reasonable

approximation to the difference between the value of a vehicle and what a consumer can

expect to receive when trading that vehicle in. This relationship extends to both extremes

of the distribution of vehicle values.5

The remaining parameters capture vehicle quality by age and type, and the distribution

of marginal utilities for second vehicles across households. We set these parameters by

solving the model and matching the stock of vehicles xma and the relative frequencies of the

5We also experimented with varying transaction costs by vehicle type and found nearly identical results.
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Figure 2: Estimated Transaction Costs from Kelley Blue Book
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Note: The horizontal axis is the private-property value of a vehicle of a specific model-year in good condition.
The vertical axis is the trade-in value of the same model-year in good condition. The difference, therefore,
is the effective transaction cost for that model-year. Each dot represents a model-year observation that had
at least 250 trade-ins as part of the program.

household types in Table 2.

Since γiT , γiC , and γi capture the marginal utility of a second vehicle, it is reasonable

to assume that they should be drawn from a distribution with support between zero and

one. The NHTSA data imply that the C4C program successfully incentivized consumers

to switch their portfolio of vehicle types, which implies that there may be some correlated

between the values of γT , γC , and γ for a given household. Though we have six moments to

match – the six types of households seen in Table 3 – we have only three degrees of freedom

as the relative frequencies must sum to one, and the sum of the households with different

vehicle portfolios must match the number of cars and trucks in the stock. To pin down three

potentially correlated distributions with three free parameters, we use

γiT ∼ Beta(.5, βT ), γiC = γiT + εC , γ = γT + ε; (6)

εC ∼ Exp(λC), ε ∼ Exp(λ).

This specification roughly imposes the assumption that marginal utilities are between
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zero and one. The support of the Beta distribution is the interval (0, 1), so draws of γiT

fall in this range with probability 1. Draws of γiC and γi will fall in the same range with

some probability that depends on the magnitudes of λc and λ.6 The degree of correlation

depends on the magnitude of λc and λ. If the means of the shocks are quite low, the degree

of correlation is high, and γc, and γ should almost always remain smaller than one.

With this specification in mind, we match the data via a nested fixed point algorithm.

In the inner loop, we take the parameters {βT , λC , λ} as given and solve for the schedule of

vehicle qualities qma to match the stocks in the data. We do so by starting with a guess of

the qualities, solving for the optimal portfolio decision rules m∗, n∗, a∗, b∗, and aggregating

over the households to find the stock of each vehicle predicted by the model.7 We then

adjust the qualities in the direction of the difference between the stock in the data and the

model-predicted stocks. In the outer loop, after solving for the qualities, we aggregate the

households by vehicle type portfolios and compare the model-predicted portfolio shares to

the relative frequencies in the data as represented in Table 3. We calculate the distance

between these vectors and use the Nelder-Mead hill-climbing procedure (Nelder and Mead,

1965) to find the parameters {βT , λC , λ} that minimizes this distance.

The results can be seen in Figure 3. Panel (a) plots the densities of the γi terms under the

parameters found through the procedure above: βt = 1.06, λc = 17.24, λ = 13.69. Because

the estimated value of the variety parameter is lower than that of the preference for a second

car, the average consumer has a stronger preference for variety (the second vehicle being

different than the first) than either a second car or truck. The associated qualities that form

the steady-state equilibrium from these γi terms are shown in Panel (b) of the Figure. The

qualities are decreasing in vintage; trucks have a higher quality than cars of the same age.

To evaluate the fit of the model, we examine the extent to which the model matches

moments from the CEX data which were not used to calibrate parameters. In particular,

we examine the rate at which households with different income levels select different types

of vehicle ownership. The results from this exercise can be found in Table 4. In general,

the model captures the relative share of each portfolio type well. The main difference comes

6At the estimated values, the probability of the γ draws falling outside of the interval (0, 1) is close to
zero. As a consequence, our choice of γiT as the ‘baseline’ preference is not likely to affect the results.

7We use 5,000 household draws and integrate-through-simulation.
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Figure 3: Estimated Household Preferences and Vehicle Qualities
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from the existence of a cutoff point in the income distribution, below which zero households

participate in the vehicle market and above which all households participate in the vehicle

market. While the percentage of households with zero vehicles is declining in income in the

data, the pattern is not as extreme as predicted by the model.

Table 4: Household Vehicle Type Portfolios by Income Quartile,
Model-Predicted and CEX Averages

Income Quartile Zero Vehicles One Vehicle Two Trucks Two Cars One Each

Lowest
53.8% 34.4% 2.3% 0.4% 9.1%
37.1% 43.2% 3.2% 5.6% 10.9%

Mid-Low
0.0% 49.4% 15.9% 5.8% 28.9%
14.2% 48.4% 6.5% 8.5% 22.4%

Mid-High
0.0% 30.9% 9.7% 15.4% 44.0%
7.9% 28.9% 11.9% 13.8% 38.0%

Highest
0.0% 14.1% 12.7% 17.9% 55.2%
0.3% 14.7% 16.5% 15.9% 52.6%

Notes: Model-predicted values are reported first; values from the data are reported underneath.
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5 Evaluating Cash for Clunkers

With the steady-state equilibrium in hand, we now turn to evaluating the C4C program and

other programs in a similar vein. We model C4C as a one-time shock in which certain eligible

households receive a subsidy if they trade-in their vehicle and purchase a new one. Vehicles

in the model differ only by type and vintage; C4C required a certain MPG for eligibility.

To determine who is eligible for the program, we assume the trade-in’s MPG is exogenously

determined and probabilistically assign an MPG rating to the household’s oldest vehicle

based on EPA MPG estimates for vehicles of that vintage.

To determine which households participate in the program, we must first calculate the

subsidy available to each household. Unlike the trade-in’s MPG, the MPG of the purchased

vehicle is clearly endogenous to the household’s decision of whether to participate and which

vehicle to buy, based on the credit received. Our model does not differentiate between new

vehicles of different MPG ratings and so it is not possible to determine the size of the credit

received. The data provided by the NHTSA shows that roughly three-quarters of households

received the $4,500 credit and so therefore we set the subsidy received by all households to

the maximum credit of $4,500.

As households in the steady-state equilibrium follow a path that fixes the vehicle type

portfolio, we determine participation rates separately for households with different portfolio

holdings. For eligible households with a single vehicle of vintage a, we allow the household

to stay on its equilibrium path or trade-in the vehicle while purchasing a new vehicle. If the

household elects to participate, it re-optimizes its future purchasing and holding behavior.

Since C4C is a one-time shock to the effective value of trade-ins, the household will thereafter

follow a new steady-state equilibrium path.

A household with two vehicles of vintages (a, b), where b > a, may choose to stay on its

current path or it may elect to trade in its oldest vehicle for either a new car or new truck while

receiving the credit. If the household elects to participate, the vintages of its vehicles update

and it re-optimizes over its future decisions. As with single-vehicle households, the one-time

nature of C4C ensures that the household will follow a (potentially different) steady-state

equilibrium path once the participation decision is made.
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We simulate the impact of the C4C policy as implemented by Congress and find that

89.6% of trade-ins were trucks, quite close to the 85% reported by NHTSA. Transactions

in which trucks are traded-in for cars account for 53.8% of all transactions in the model.

This amount is almost equivalent to the 51.8% from the actual program. These results

give us additional confidence that our model successfully captures the relevant incentives,

particularly as we did not use any information from the C4C program to pin down the

parameters of the model.

As our model allows us to simulate any tied-scrappage program, we present results below

with respect to a number of variations on the C4C policy design in additional to the program

as implemented. We focus on variations that change the incentives to switch between vehicle

types, and allow the rebate from trading in a truck for a car to vary between $2,500, $4,500,

and $6,500. We consider only policies where switching to a car is at least as rewarding

as the alternative.8 Throughout our analyses, we maintain the $3 billion subsidy budget

appropriated by Congress.9

We begin our analysis by exploring the behavior of households under different program

designs. Table 5 reports participation rates. The top number of each entry reports the

percentage of U.S. households electing to participate, and the bottom number reports the

share of participating households which would not have purchased a vehicle in the year of

the policy without the subsidy – in other words, the share of marginal consumers as opposed

to inframarginal consumers which would have purchased a vehicle without the subsidy. Both

the overall and marginal participation rates increase both in the subsidy amount and in the

looseness of trade-in MPG requirement as more households become eligible. However, the

highest marginal participation rates occur when the subsidy rate for truck-to-car transactions

is higher than the the subsidy rate for other transactions.

We detail this substitution behavior in Table 6, which reports the percentage of partici-

pants who trade-in a a truck for a car. When the subsidy rate is low, less than 20% of the

8As we do not model the details of the new vehicle market, we are unable to explore alternative specifi-
cations of tiered subsidies based on MPG improvements.

9We do find that more consumers wish to participate in the program than can be accommodated by
this budget. For example, under the C4C policy, we find that 4.8% of all households would have opted to
participate in the program, which is an order of magnitude larger than the 0.58% of U.S. households who
were able to participate. Given the speed as which the appropriation was spent, this result is reasonable.
We allow households to participate with uniform probability.
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Table 5: Overall and Marginal Participation in Cash for Clunkers and
Alternative Policies

Subsidy Amount Trade-in MPG Requirement
Truck → Car All Others 16 17 18 19 20

$2,500 $2,500
0.06 0.08 0.11 0.14 0.18
29.7 35.7 36.0 38.5 37.2

$4,500 $2,500
0.26 0.33 0.43 0.51 0.62
51.4 53.0 53.4 54.5 52.6

$4,500 $4,500
0.55 0.74 0.95 1.14 1.38
38.3 38.9 40.9 42.3 44.0

$6,500 $2,500
1.58 2.17 2.73 3.2 3.66
62.5 62.0 62.3 62.7 62.4

$6,500 $4,500
1.87 2.57 3.24 3.82 4.41
56.8 56.4 57.1 57.7 58.0

$6,500 $6,500
2.3 3.15 4.04 4.85 5.8
55.0 54.4 55.1 55.3 55.6

Notes: For each row-cell combination, the top number is the percentage
of households willing to trade-in a vehicle under the policy. The bottom
number is the percentage of trade-ins which would not have happened
without the policy – in other words the share of new vehicle purchases
which are marginal. The Cash for Clunkers policy is in bold.
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transactions involve a change in vehicle type. When the subsidy for truck-to-car transactions

is raised above other transaction types, the share of these transactions increases to as high

as 97%.

Table 6: Percentage of Participants Substituting from Trucks to Cars

Subsidy Amount Trade-in MPG Requirement
Truck → Car All Others 16 17 18 19 20

$2,500 $2,500 12.5 14.3 15.3 18.5 18.9
$4,500 $2,500 78.2 78.2 78.2 78.4 76.4
$4,500 $4,500 36.3 34.8 35.2 35.1 34.2
$6,500 $2,500 96.5 96.7 96.6 96.6 96.0
$6,500 $4,500 81.4 81.4 81.0 80.8 79.6
$6,500 $6,500 65.1 65.5 64.2 62.7 59.8

Notes: The Cash for Clunkers policy is in bold.

5.1 Short-term and long-term stimulus

To investigate the extent to which C4C was effective at stimulating spending in the auto-

motive sector, we compare spending on new vehicle purchases in 2009 in our steady-state

equilibrium to spending in 2009 under the C4C program rules. The results are presented in

Table 7. C4C generated $8.70 billion in additional consumer expenditures over what would

have occurred in 2009. Given the $3 billion budget, we conclude that a marginal dollar spent

on C4C generates $2.9 in additional spending. The alternative designs explored in Table 7

reveal that increasing the size of the subsidy results in a smaller stimulus effect, even though

the percentage of purchases which are marginal increases per Table 5, due to the decreased

number of transactions which can be subsidized.

While these short-term effects may seem considerable, many of the marginal households

may have planned to replace their vehicle in the next year or two. In this case, C4C may have

acted to simply ‘pull-forward’ future spending rather than inspire truly new consumption in

the vehicle market. To examine this possibility, we take advantage of the dynamic nature

of our model, which allows households which participate in C4C to re-optimize their future

actions in the primary and secondary vehicle markets. As above, we compare spending in

2009 and each following year under the steady-state equilibrium to the time-series of spending
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Table 7: Additional Spending in 2009 Under Cash For Clunkers and
Alternative Policies ($ billion)

Subsidy Amount Trade-in MPG Requirement
Truck → Car All Others 16 17 18 19 20

$2,500 $2,500 10.1 13.6 12.83 11.42 10.4
$4,500 $2,500 7.29 7.38 7.51 7.65 7.84
$4,500 $4,500 8.59 8.78 8.70 8.40 8.12
$6,500 $2,500 5.13 5.08 5.10 5.18 5.25
$6,500 $4,500 5.17 5.14 5.17 5.23 5.28
$6,500 $6,500 5.36 5.28 5.24 5.20 5.14

Notes: The table above depicts expenditures in the new vehicle market
in 2009 under the policy relative to expenditures without the policy. Ex-
penditures are measured in billions of 2009 dollars. The Cash for Clunkers
policy is in bold. The optimal policy by this metric is in italics.

under the C4C program. Figure 4 illustrates the results. In 2009, C4C generates nearly

$14,000 per participating household. However, this is significantly offset by a reduction in

2010 of nearly $5,000 per household. Indeed, relative to a world in which C4C did not occur,

participating households reduced their spending on new vehicles until 2017, when households

begin to replace the vehicles they purchased under C4C en masse.

Figure 4: The Effect of Cash For Clunkers on Future Spending
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We summarize these offsetting effects in Table 8 by computing the discounted sum of

additional spending under C4C assuming an annual discount rate of 5%. We find that,
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over the time series, C4C generated only $925 million in additional spending – a marginal

stimulus effect of merely $0.31 per dollar spent. Increasing the size of the subsidy to $6,500

results in a negative stimulus effect, as the spending that is pulled-forward is never fully

recovered.

Table 8: Discounted Long-Run Additional Spending Under Cash For Clunkers
and Alternative Policies ($ million)

Subsidy Amount Trade-in MPG Requirement
Truck → Car All Others 16 17 18 19 20

$2,500 $2,500 1,145 2,240 2,361 2,203 2,040
$4,500 $2,500 757 767 795 972 1,096
$4,500 $4,500 913 997 925 870 809
$6,500 $2,500 -786 -824 -790 -711 -654
$6,500 $4,500 -917 -938 -904 -838 -781
$6,500 $6,500 -810 -852 -841 -802 -764

Notes: The table above depicts expenditures in the new vehicle market over
the long run under the policy relative to expenditures without the policy. Ex-
penditures are measured in millions of 2009 dollars; the annual discount rate
is 5%. The Cash for Clunkers policy is in bold. The optimal policy by this
metric is in italics.

5.2 Carbon emissions reductions

To calculate the environmental impact of the program, we compare the portfolio holdings of

households across the steady-state equilibrium to the holdings after C4C occurs. We aggre-

gate over households to obtain a measure of the net emissions savings, using the differences

in the EPA estimated MPG by vehicle type and vintage. We adopt the EPA standard es-

timates that the average vehicle is driven 11,400 miles per year, and that consumption a

gallon of gas leads to 8,887 grams of CO2 emitted.10 Finally, we use a EPA estimates of

the social cost of carbon emissions to convert our CO2 estimates to a present-dollar-valued

environmental impact.11

The results are reported in Table 9. C4C results in savings of $317 million. Given the

budget of $3 billion, our estimate implies that $1 spent on C4C resulted in $0.11 in envi-

10See https://www.epa.gov/greenvehicles/greenhouse-gas-emissions-typical-passenger-vehicle-0
11See the 3% discount rate scenario of https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2016-12/documents/

sc co2 tsd august 2016.pdf
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ronmental benefits. In general, making additional vehicles available for trade-in by raising

the MPG requirement reduces the environmental impact as fewer emissions are reduced.

Increasing the subsidy for truck-to-car trade-ins reduces the impact relative to C4C, even if

the subsidy for car-to-car trade-ins is set to $0, because the increase in the subsidy amount

reduces the number of households who are able to participate. Conversely, reducing the

subsidy increases the benefits as additional consumers are able to participate and a sufficient

number of willing consumers exist to exhaust the subsidy budget.

Table 9: Environmental Benefits Under Cash For
Clunkers and Alternative Policies

Subsidy Amount Trade-in MPG Requirement
Truck → Car All Others 16 17 18 19 20

$2,500 $2,500 614 565 497 438 381
$4,500 $2,500 418 406 400 391 382
$4,500 $4,500 357 342 326 307 281
$6,500 $2,500 293 286 282 280 277
$6,500 $4,500 289 282 278 273 267
$6,500 $6,500 265 259 249 241 228

Notes: Environmental benefits are in millions of 2009 dollars under
a budget of $3 billion. The Cash for Clunkers policy is in bold. The
optimal policy by this metric is in italics.

5.3 Consumer Surplus and Purchasing Power Inequality

Finally, to calculate the effect of C4C on purchasing power inequality, we must first calculate

the consumer surplus generated by the vehicle market under the steady-state equilibrium

and under C4C. In our model, Vi represents the discounted sum of utility from income and

vehicle use for household i. We transform this to a dollar value for each household by dividing

by the marginal utility of net income (yi − C + R(·))−1. We compute this value for each

household in 2009 with and without the C4C program to calculate the consumer surplus

generated by the policy.

The results are in Table 10. C4C generates a total of $849 million in consumer surplus –

the marginal pass-through of an addition dollar of government spending to consumer surplus

is $0.28. As in the other analyses, in general increasing the subsidy reduces the consumer
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surplus as fewer households can participate, though this effect is offset by the fact that

the households that do participate receive a larger transfer. The highest consumer surplus

increases come when the subsidy is reduced to $2,500.

Table 10: Consumer Surplus Under Cash For Clunkers
and Alternative Policies

Subsidy Amount Trade-in MPG Requirement
Truck → Car All Others 16 17 18 19 20

$2,500 $2,500 1,019 991 1,447 1,315 1,264
$4,500 $2,500 665 634 721 759 802
$4,500 $4,500 765 764 849 931 1,040
$6,500 $2,500 753 739 750 750 751
$6,500 $4,500 764 753 768 778 798
$6,500 $6,500 791 786 806 820 853

Surplus values are in millions of 2009 dollars. The Cash for Clunkers policy
is in bold. The optimal policy in terms of consumer surplus increases is in
italics.

These increases are not distributed uniformly for three reasons. First, households vary in

the level of subsidy needed to incentivize a new vehicle purchase in the year of the program

(and therefore the extent to which the fixed-size credit provides income above their purchase

threshold). Second, households vary in their preferences for vehicles, which implies that the

surplus from a new vehicle purchase will far as well. Finally, households vary in income and

therefore in the marginal utility of income. Figure 5 illustrates the distribution of consumer

surplus over participating households under C4C. Though the credit is $4,500, more than

half of the consumers receive surplus of less than $2,000.

This uneven distribution of consumer surplus implies that, at least within the set of

C4C participants, the program may increase inequality. We test this by calculating the

proportion of the subsidy budget which is spent on households in the bottom half of the

income distribution. The results are reported in Table 11. Under C4C, almost 99% of the

subsidy dollars go to the top half of the income distribution. This is in large part due to

the need for households to be able to purchase a new vehicle when given the subsidy; very

few households below the median can afford to, even with a $4,500 subsidy. Increasing the

maximum subsidy to $6,500 increases the share of subsidy dollars distributed to the bottom

half of the income distribution to between 13% - 20% depending on the other implementation
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Figure 5: Distribution of Consumer Surplus Under Cash for Clunkers
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details. We thus conclude that these policies are not an effective mechanism for reducing

income inequality.

Table 11: Percentage of Subsidy Budget Distributed to Households in the
Bottom Half of the Income Distribution

Subsidy Amount Trade-in MPG Requirement
Truck → Car All Others 16 17 18 19 20

$2,500 $2,500 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
$4,500 $2,500 2.0 1.6 2.3 3.1 2.5
$4,500 $4,500 0.9 0.7 1.1 1.4 1.1
$6,500 $2,500 19.2 19.3 18.5 18.8 18.6
$6,500 $4,500 15.9 16.2 15.6 15.8 15.5
$6,500 $6,500 13.4 13.7 13.9 14.2 14.9

Notes: The Cash for Clunkers policy is in bold. The optimal policy by
this metric is in italics.

6 Conclusion

Different constituencies can have interests that are diametrically opposed. Competition

between politicians for votes and campaign contributions can exacerbate these differences

and result in socially sub-optimal policies (Grossman and Helpman, 1996). As a consequence,
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policymakers generally seek policies that allow them to form winning coalitions by appealing

to the interests of different groups (Persson, 1998).

Cash for Clunkers is an example of one such policy. Touted as a way to stimulate flagging

domestic industry and reduce carbon emissions and income equality all at the same time, it

quickly gained support from multiple groups and easily passed the U.S. House and Senate by

large margins (Bunkley, 2009). However, since consumers and vehicles are heterogeneous,

the success of any tied-scrappage subsidy program is related to the distribution of consumers

and vehicles which are affected.

We analyze Cash for Clunkers and variations on the policy with a dynamic model of

vehicle portfolio choice in which consumers differ by income and preferences for different

vehicle mixes and vehicles differ by type and age. We find that, per dollar of government

spending, the program resulted in roughly $0.11 in environmental benefits, $0.28 in consumer

surplus, and $0.31 in net additional consumer spending on vehicles. As these benefits sum to

less than $1, we conclude that the policy did not achieve the trifecta and the government’s

aims could have been better served by simply allocating the budget of the program directly

to households, environmental programs, and vehicle manufacturers according to each group’s

welfare weights. Insofar that our results indicate that auto manufacturers received the largest

gains from the policy, C4C may represent an consequence of industry capture in the sense

of Stigler (1971).

Our results are largely driven by the fact that much of the program’s resources were spent

on inframarginal consumers, and the marginal consumers were largely above the median

income. Indeed, we find the program exacerbated income inequality in the sense that only one

percent of the subsidy dollars went to individuals in the lower half of the income distribution.

Variations of the program could improve each of the outcomes in turn. From the perspective

of government spending, a positive rate of return could have been achieved simply by reducing

the size of the subsidy from $4,500 to $2,500. Such a program would have generated $0.17

in environmental benefits, $0.48 in consumer surplus, and $0.79 in net additional spending,

for a total of $1.44 per dollar of subsidy distributed. However, as such a program would also

have increased income inequality, we conclude that it would not achieve the trifecta.

Our results speak to the need to consider both heterogeneity across vehicles and the
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dynamic behavior of consumers in order to capture the full effect of programs which seek to

influence behavior in the primary or secondary vehicle markets. To the extent that policy-

makers seek to manage vehicle fleets within their jurisdictions, for example by implementing

fuel economy standards (Portney et al., 2003, West and Williams, 2005, Anderson et al.,

2011) or subsidizing the purchase of electric vehicles (Li et al., 2017, Seo and Shapiro, 2018),

our approach may be used to analyze the extent to which such policies will be effective.
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